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Abstract Educational activities would be successful if they are effectively practiced. The Ministry of National Education decided to call obligatory meetings in order to discuss educational problems and improve educational programs for each field. These meetings take place at the school, district and provincial level. It is discussed that teachers frequently encountered problems and solutions at these meetings. This study focuses on problems and possible solutions at Turkish language and literature lessons by perspective of teachers. In this study, reviewing document technique, which is a kind of qualitative method, has been used. The data for this research consist of reports of Turkish language and literature presented in teachers’ meetings that were held in Ankara between 2009-2015 years and were recorded with the consent of the Ankara National Educational Directorate. As a result of research are mentioned problems and solution suggestions about theme of curriculum, textbook and workbook, the transition to higher education examination and professional orientation and in-service training activities.
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1. Introduction

Language and literature courses in high schools are among the basic fields that ensure students to acquisition abilities which let them have critical thinking and pluralistic democracy that operates in an efficient manner. Students acquire communication skills through these courses that make it possible for them to manifest themselves as an individual in the society. Herein, design of education programs regarding language and literature teaching comes into question. Education program is an irrevocable element in practicing education through scientific methods. In determining program content, values, aims and targets of the society are taken into account. Designing decisions relevant to education program and teaching strategies in accordance with circumstances and students is necessary (Burke-Sinclair, [8]). Program designing contains re-forming of problems that are encountered in programs by establishing them (Norris, [52]). This re-forming constitutes an important step in assessment.

Assessment process is defined as gathering information, as one of the basic components of programming process, systematically and in a principled way for the decision-makers. (Rea-Dickers and Germaine, [62]). Assessment studies are very important from the point of view that assessment gives information regarding how to use program steps and different potential tools and offers different methods in the field (Johnson and Johnson, [33]; Klenowski, [38]). Questioning and assessing effectiveness of the program constitute a point of origin in order to develop the program (Özdaş, Tanışlı, Köse and Kılıç, [56]).

Researches put forward that views and beliefs of teachers have an important role in practicing the program and bringing success (Burkhardt, Fraser, and Ridgway, [9]; Ethington and Varelas, 1991; Handal and Herrington, [32]; Sosniak [74]; Prawat, [59]). It is stated that many teaching program reforms have disregarded the views and beliefs of teachers and many program changes have been done in an imposing approach that doesn’t take into account the views and experiences of teachers (Burke-Sinclair, [8]; Duru and Korkmaz, [18]; Handal and Herrington, [32]; Print, [60]). That’s why not to take into account the views and beliefs of teachers in changes is among the most fundamental reasons of failure of the programs. Accordingly some studies regarding teaching program changes and teacher views are carried out in different countries (Duru and Korkmaz, [18]; Gooya, [27]; Knapp and Peterson, [39]; Martin, [49]). In developing program, it is necessary to find a midway between teachers, decision-makers and interests of learners, thus features of process should be displayed (Worthern, Sanders and Fitzpatrick, [77]; Yurdakul, [73]). Relevant studies agree that one of the important points that need to be paid attention in education programs is that it’s necessary to establish a good balance between theories and practice.
(Fitzpatrick, Saners and Worthen, [26]; Latham and Vogt, [45]; Parsons and Stephenson, [57]; Schneider, Brief and Guzzo, [64]; Smith, [65]).

In high quality designing studies, it is pointed out that satisfaction affects directly the success of teacher and student (Erdem, cited from Martin, [21]).

Standards affiliated with American education assessors' joint commission have been put forward for education assessments. This commission points out the importance of chasing following principles for education assessments:

- Efficacy: Necessity of using assessment studies is to serve the information that is felt.
- Applicability: Assessment studies that are maintained are realistic, cautious, doable and simple.
- Aptness: Welfare of participants is provided through legal, ethical and respectful results of assessments.
- Precision: Reliable information that is obtained technically and searched about future is held in accordance with issues such as merit, accuracy, value and importance (Erdem, cited from Joint Committee on Standards for Educational Evaluation, [21]).

While it is known that assessment studies that are carried out by individuals, who work in practicing programs, are more effective than the ones that are carried out by other various institutions (Fitzpatrick et al., [22]), it is pointed out that qualified approaches, questions directed to students, teachers and other shareholders are important in effective program assessment studies (Burke-Sinclair, [8]). In the meantime, it can be expected mostly from teachers to observe students' differences and cultural changes in program assessment studies carried out for education activities (Pritchard and Marshall, [61]). In this regard, it can be expected from empiric designs that are used by teachers as a leader, to provide important feedback for renewed programs (Stufflebeam [75]; Erden, [23]; Sandholtz, [63], Ringstaff and Dwyer, 1997, p. 51; Schneider, Brief and Guzzo, [64]). The difficulties encountered in transferring acquisitions that the program foresees in courses are noticed by field teachers firstly and they tried to establish solutions directed towards the program. Continuation of Turkish language and literature teaching within system integrity is in direct proportion to how the effective services associated with teaching are offered. Group studies are organized under 16 articles in Ministry of Education regions and education commission instructions and they are necessitated to make it possible to discuss the thoughts about program and its operation in teaching studies. Teacher commission meetings are among important activities that make it possible to make common decisions in order to strengthen relation among Turkish language and literature teachers and to catch the success in education studies. For this purpose, program assessment studies are conducted through feedback chain about program in a vertical mobility. These assessment studies are discussed by school literature teachers in school meetings and discussed in district course meetings via school course president and in province course meetings via district course president. Thus an assessment process is conducted that teacher commission meetings have the ability to represent all institutions through a vertical mobility from base to top.

Assessment studies undertake a curative role to constitute a feedback for Turkish language and literature teaching. Assessment of thoughts of course teachers is very important in determining the effectiveness of Turkish language and literature teaching program and in providing feedback for the program. Teachers of courses form an important source of reference regarding both effectiveness of assessments and content validity. Studies in literature suggest developing program through “continuous assessment” for programs (Kisakürek, [36]; Brookfield, [7]; Burke-Sinclair, [8]; Guba and Stufflebeam, [30]; King, [37]; Küçükahmet, [43]; Longworth, [48]; Merriam and Brockett, [50]; Print, [60]).

In this regard, it is obvious that the data, which are obtained through course teachers, are among the sources that need to be applied in developing language and literature program. Again, the course teachers that appear in group studies in schools show a group study quality. In literature and in researches conducted about performance indicators, it is frequently stated that teamwork has positive effects on performance of the ones who work for the organization (Barh, [2]). Cohen and Bailey ([10]) point out that decisions of course teachers have an important role in motivating group members. While it is usual to encounter with various researches conducted by both teachers and teacher candidates, it is seen that teachers' oriented works are limited about Turkish language and literature teaching program (Erçapan and Erçapan, [19]; Kurudayyoğlu, Şahin and Çelik, [41]; Oral and Aşiloğlu [53] Demirtaş et.al. [16]; Karacaoğlu et.al. [34]; Küçük et al. [42]; Yildiz, [72]). In this study, the issues about operation of Turkish language and literature teaching program, that take place in province course teachers meeting minutes between 2009-2015 years within Ankara National Education Directorate, are mentioned.
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2. Materials and Methods

In this chapter, aim of studying, research model, studying group, analyzing and limitedness of data are mentioned.

2.1. Research Model

Data of research are collected through document examining technic that is one of the qualitative data collecting methods. Among qualitative research patterns, document examining method is used in the research and the data that are obtained, is analyzed by using content analysis. Document analysis includes the analysis of written materials that contains information about the fact or facts that are targeted to research. Sample was chosen with random sampling. Document analysis makes it possible that the analysis is based on a large time frame of documents produced by more than one source and in various times about relevant issues, or documents produced in a specific time frame about a research problem (Yıldırım and Şimşek, [71]).

2.2. Study Group

The data used in research were obtained from course teachers meeting minutes between 2009-2014 years that were recorded after written application to Ankara Province National Education Directorate. The other data could not be reached and the texts, that include 5-year process between 2009-2014 years as research sample, are handled. The documents, that form a source for the study, are only year-end meeting minutes. Course teachers meeting minutes consist of 21 pages.

2.3. Data Analysis

Data obtained from research were examined by way of content analyses. Content analysis is generally a comment form that ensures generalization from qualitative to quantitative. It is intended to regulate and categorize the important meanings, with a view to show common points of many text contents (Gökçe, [28]). The studies on texts in qualitative researches make detailed comments and observations possible by way of advantages of providing multiple and meaningful information (Denzin and Lincoln, [17]; Guba and Lincoln [29]). Patton [58] states that the situation can be set forth more obviously without any hypothesis and prejudice in these studies. In this context, the data, obtained through course teachers, are categorized in point of subjects and teachers' views regarding the programs are exhibited under these titles. In constituting article titles, subject titles, dealt in course teachers meeting minutes, are taken into account. The articles that cannot be given a subject title are dealt with the title of “other subjects”. At the ends of the articles, short explanation keys are offered in order to show which year it was dealt in course teachers meeting. Thus examination frequency of relevant article is made visible. Statements for every article are associated to carry the general meaning or the article that states the broadest meaning is taken. The data associated with documents: problems regarding the program; teacher guide book, student textbook and study book; examination of transition to higher education, school, teachers and students; school, education region and district course teachers' studies; sufficiency of education materials; transition to secondary education and directing vocational education; in-service education are categorized under other problems subjects. Study was examined by a different field expert for determination of reliability and codifications were made. The points that have a harmony and the ones that have not were determined by contrasting relevant codes after codifications. The documents, examined by researchers and field experts, were discussed as “consensus” and “difference of opinion” and necessary regulations were made. The reliability formula (Reliability = Concensus/ (Concensus + Difference of Opinion)) that Miles and Huberman ([51]) had suggested, was used in harmony percentage between the codifications of two researchers. Harmony percentage between the codifications was found as 78,7%. To find reliability calculations more than 70% is accepted as reliable for the research (Miles and Huberman, [51]). In the study, statements were chosen as analysis unit. Main titles, put forward by teachers in documents were paid attention in determining subjects. And categories are set on statements based on teachers’ experiences concerning education atmosphere. Schemas about codifications were constituted and put forward as tables.

2.4. Limitedness

The research was made in Ankara between the years of 2009-2015 and it was held with 5 province course teachers meeting minutes.

3. Findings

In this chapter, the subjects that were dealt in documents, the problems that teachers confront and solutions teachers suggest take part.
Table 1. Data concerning the subject of problems regarding program

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Problems Regarding Program</td>
<td>Problems regarding content</td>
<td>Very dense, Lightening of program content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Problems regarding course</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>designs</td>
<td>So many abstract concepts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Problems regarding plan design</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Increasing lesson hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reduction from academic understanding to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>more general Obligatory written and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>verbal expression courses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Preparation of one-year plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Not informing teachers enough</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9. grade Language and Expression course program is very dense (Z1, [74]-Z2, [75];-Z3, [76];-Z4, [77];-Z5, [78]).

At 9. grade abstract concepts take place so much while giving method in class. And this makes the learning harder (Z2, [75];-Z3, [76]).

We mentioned about our suggestion in our previous reports that 9. grade language and expression program content should be relieved. But this suggestion could not be practiced. Then there remains only one remedy: In 9. grades lesson hours per week should be 4 instead of 2 (Z4, [77];-Z5, [78]).

Some of language and expression / Turkish literature books, prepared by a commission of Ministry of Education, are not at desired level in terms of content (Z3, [76];-Z5, [78]).

Especially the subjects such as “syntax, ambiguity and paragraph” for which time can’t be found in 9. grade language and expression lessons, can be handled again in 10., 11. and 12. grade syllabus (Z2, [75];-Z3, [76];-Z4, [77]).

Hours of both of the lessons should be increased in science classes (Z2, [75];-Z3, [76];-Z4, [77]).

World literature and Turkish World literature don’t exist in the program (Z1, [74]-Z2, [75];-Z3, [76];-Z4, [77]).

Expression style is detailed so much in language and expression lesson in 10. grades. In this situation, it was seen that there was a contradiction with relieving expression style subject in 11. grade (Z1, [74]-Z2, [75];-Z3, [76];-Z5, [78]).

10. grade language and expression program should be reviewed again and it should be reduced from academic understanding to more general (Z1, [74]-Z2, [75];-Z7, [78]).

Teachers are not informed sufficiently before the starting of course period about practice of elective courses and preparing their plan (Z4, [77];-Z5, [78]).

Elective courses and obligatory courses should be regulated as only one course, one-year plan should be prepared and obligatory language and expression classes should be 4 hours per week (Z4, [77]).

Language and expression lessons should be increased to 3 hours per week as obligatory in 10. grade vocational high schools and science oriented classes. If our aim is to give the students all acquisitions determined in the program, this suggestion should be taken into account by the authorities (Z5, [78]).

Some subjects should slid to 10., even 11. grade. Thus subject integrity would be ensured too (Z1, [74]-Z2, [75];-Z3, [76];-Z4, [77];-Z5, [78]).

In vocational high schools in 11. and 12. grades it is a problem that Turkish literature courses exist in the syllabus but there are not their textbooks (Z1, [74]-Z2, [75];-Z3, [76];-Z5, [78]).

Chosen texts are not suitable for transferring the acquisitions (Z1, [74]-Z2, [75];-Z3, [76];-Z5, [78]).

It is a big problem that composition classes were cancelled, this situation has weakened the expression power of target group (Z1, [74]-Z2, [75];-Z3, [76];-Z4, [77];-Z5, [78]).

Instead of elective, obligatory written and verbal expression courses should be put for written expression (Z1, [74]-Z2, [75];-Z3, [76];-Z4, [77];-Z5, [78]).

Chosen texts in new prepared books should be ensured to be up-to-date texts, parallel with the acquisitions (Z1, [74]-Z2, [75];-Z3, [76]).

Abundance of details causes the student to understand harder. It should be limited with expression styles that are more general and used much (Z1, [74]-Z2, [75];-Z3, [76];-Z4, [77];-Z5, [78]).

After bringing elective courses, hours of obligatory courses have diminished and this causes time problem in giving the acquisitions (Z2, [75];-Z5, [78]).

Seminars should be given to teachers about subjects such as syllabus of elective courses, practicing of exams. At least at first step, this should be reached to teachers as video or presentation format in the website of Ministry of Education (Z5, [78]).

In health vocational high schools, hours of Turkish literature course should be increased (Z4, [77]).

Composition course should be included in the program. Because interpretation power is very important in our exam system (Z1, [74]-Z2, [75];-Z3, [76];-Z4, [77];-Z5, [78]).

“Rhetoric and Writing” and “Composition” courses should be put to make the students acquisition verbal and written expression ability and targets and acquisitions should be given directed to this (Z5, [78]).
Terms and words are not up-to-date in textbooks. Terms and words should be changed to make them more understandable (Z2, [75]; Z3, [76]; Z4, [77]; Z5, [78]).

Theoretical information that will direct students to research, is insufficient in textbooks (Z1, [74]; Z2, [75]; Z4, [77]).

Information that will set light to researches of students should take place (Z3, [76]; Z4, [77]; Z5, [78]).

“Understanding and Interpretation” and “Measurement and Evaluation” parts of textbooks are problematic, incorrect and deficient. Sample texts don’t serve a purpose (Z3, [76]; Z4, [77]; Z5, [78]).

The books used in vocational high schools, Turkish-math and science classes, don’t serve a purpose (Z1, [74]; Z2, [75]; Z4, [77]; Z5, [78]).

Classical Ottoman poetry subjects in 10. grade Turkish literature, are not connected with next periods (Z1, [74]; Z5, [78]).

Necessary studies should be done to concentrate on the subjects of literature in question in 11. and 12. grades (Z1, [74]; Z2, [75]; Z3, [76]; Z4, [77]; Z5, [78]).

More simple and superficial books should be utilized instead of same books in vocational high schools (Z4, [77]); Z5, [78]).

Classical Ottoman poetry subjects should be removed from 10. grade and handled with Tanzimat period in 11. grade (Z5, [78]).

Textbooks are insufficient in many ways. They don’t respond to straightly prepared new program and aimed acquisitions (Z3, [76]; Z4, [77]; Z5, [78]).

The amount of activities should be reduced in textbooks and there has to be “a fair amount of obligatory activities” that can be practiced by everyone. On the other hand activities can be done by taking into account the level of students, socio-economic level of region and environmental factors, or they can be reduced (Z1, [74]; Z2, [75]; Z3, [76]; Z4, [77]; Z5, [78]).

It is stated that students focus completely on the lessons with low grades when they take homework and this situation causes the performance and project homework to move away from the actual aim and the students can’t go far beyond the stereotype homework understanding (Z3, [76]).

It is necessary to provide a basis for students to socialize more by giving project home works more directed to practice and connected with everyday life (Z5, [78]).

The amount of acquisitions in obligatory courses should be reduced. Upper abilities such as text review, how to handle with a theme by artists from different periods, similarities and differences of literary works, arousing esthetic pleasure in students, acquisitioning reading book habit, should take place in the yearly plan of elective courses predominantly (Z1, [74]; Z2, [75]; Z3, [76]; Z4, [77]; Z5, [78]).

YGS (the transition to higher education examination) and the subjects on which we focus, don’t overlap. This situation causes that students move away from school and bring closer to after-school support. The basic subjects of the exam should be changed or subjects that we give more importance in the program should be changed. To ensure the parallelism is a necessity (Z1, [74]; Z2, [75]; Z3, [76]; Z4, [77]; Z5, [78]).

To practice the program for the last grades of high school is very difficult because to find the students after April is impossible (Z1, [74]; Z2, [75]; Z3, [76]; Z4, [77]; Z5, [78]).

The most important one of the causes of failure is the teachers who do not work permanently. It is impossible for

---

### Table 2. Data associated with teacher guide book, student textbook and study book theme

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme Category Code</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not being up-to-date of terms and words</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relieving of program content</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insufficiency of theoretical knowledge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not serving for the aim of the texts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decreasing the quantity of activities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Situating upper abilities more</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparing ground for socialization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Being incorrect and deficient of measurement and evaluation parts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not having a guide book</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stereotyped homework understanding</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not having/insufficiency of study books</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3. Data associated with transition to secondary education exam, school, teachers and students themes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme Category Code</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not overlapping of YGS and subjects of syllabus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paid teachers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There should be teachers who adopt the institution and student</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students who approach to after-school support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not being able to locate the program exactly</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is impossible to find the students after April</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
them to adopt the institution and students. If we want to increase the success in ÖSS, we need to employ teachers who will adopt the institution and the students. And this can be successful only with permanent teachers (Z2, [75]; Z3, [76]; Z4, [77]).

It is necessary to review the program and yearly plans again and to do necessary changes (Z1, [74]; Z2, [75]; Z3, [76]; Z4, [77]; Z5, [78]).

Coming agenda is prepared to the president. The problems of relevant education region can be known by the president of that region. That’s why the president should determine the agenda (Z1, [74]; Z2, [75]; Z3, [76]; Z4, [77]; Z5, [78]).

Course teachers meetings are just formality (Z1, [74]; Z2, [75]; Z3, [76]; Z4, [77]; Z5, [78]). Administrators should take necessary in-service training. Seriousness of the subject should be understood by them firstly (Z1, [74]; Z2, [75]; Z3, [76]; Z4, [77]; Z5, [78]).

In every school, administrators don’t have the necessary information about the subject. This situation leads the problems that break the mechanism of the course teachers meetings. Workload of presidents should be reduced so that the meetings can be more effective. Workload should be reduced but s/he should be provided to do meetings (Z2, [75]; Z3, [76]).

All meetings should be done before academic year and the teacher should begin the academic year in a situation where every plan is ready (Z1, [74]; Z2, [75]).

Numbers of course teachers meetings should increase during year. In appropriate periods, opportunity for meetings should be given (Z1, [74]; Z2, [75]; Z3, [76]).

Not having guide book and practice book with textbooks (Z1, [74]; Z2, [75]; Z3, [76]; Z4, [77]; Z5, [78]).

To provide the teachers with cds with textbooks, which are necessary in academic year (Z4, [77]; Z5, [78]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| School, education region and district course teachers studies themes | Quality of course teachers studies | Course teachers meetings are just formality
Agenda is already prepared
Workload of president of course teachers is minimum
Increasing course teachers meetings |
| | Timing | |

Table 4. Data associated with school, education region and district course teachers studies themes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Sufficiency of education materials theme | Technologic facilities | There isn’t optical reader
Literature classrooms/laboratories
Not sending needed cds to teachers |
| | Printed materials | Not using materials such as dictionary, spelling dictionary
Examining textbooks by teachers
Students don’t use necessary materials to preserve the language
Not having guide book and practice book |

Table 5. Data associated with sufficiency of education materials theme

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Transition to secondary education and directing to vocational education themes | Directing | Needing guidance counselor
Directing talentless students to vocational high schools
Necessity to know adolescent psychology |
| Transition to secondary education | Adaptation periods | |

Table 6. Data associated with transition to secondary education and directing to vocational education themes

Not having optical reader in an education system in which test method is dominant. If optical reader can be procured, time can be saved up and the job of the teacher gets easier (Z1, [74]; Z4, [77]).

Students don’t utilize materials such as dictionary and spelling dictionary that are necessary for our branch (Z1, [74]; Z2, [75]; Z3, [76]).

Literature classrooms/laboratories should be provided in every branch, especially in ours, but this doesn’t seem possible in many schools. In fact, all literature classes should be done in libraries (Z1, [74]; Z2, [75]; Z3, [76]; Z5, [78]). Visual and auditory materials cannot be used as need to be. Teacher should be supported with materials that exist in activities (Z1, [74]; Z2, [75]; Z3, [76]; Z5, [78]).

The commission that prepares the textbook and the one that prepares the guide book should be the same (Z3, [76]; Z4, [77]; Z5, [78]).

Textbooks should be submitted to teachers to be examined before reaching to students (Z2, [75]; Z3, [76];).

Course teachers have to necessitate to use necessary materials in order to preserve the language (Z1, [74]; Z2, [75]; Z3, [76]).

We should be able to see the visual and auditory materials in the websites of National Education (Z1, [74]; Z2, [75]; Z3, [76]).

Teachers should be provided with guide books (Z1, [74]; Z2, [75]; Z3, [76]).

Problems regarding textbooks that we mentioned in previous reports should not be repeated in newly prepared books (Z1, [74]; Z2, [75]; Z5, [78]).

When we abide by after-school support about sources regarding ÖSS, reliance of students to school and national education reduces (Z1, [74]; Z4, [77]; Z5, [78]).
We approach to students disregarding they are young, adolescents and they confront some problems (Z1, [74]; Z2, [75]; Z3, [76]).

Talentless students, who won’t be successful in vocational high schools, are being directed to vocational high schools (Z1, [74]; Z2, [75]; Z3, [76]).

When unsuccessful students in primary education go to vocational high schools, the quality of these high schools lowers day by day (Z1, [74]; Z2, [75]; Z3, [76]).

Vocational high schools should have a separate syllabus and a separate book should be regulated (Z1, [74]; Z2, [75]; Z3, [76]; Z4, [77]; Z5, [78]).

Adaptation periods of students who newly started to high school should be passed in a short term. For this purpose there is a necessity for high school guidance counselor but in many high schools there is not still one (Z1, [74]; Z2, [75]; Z3, [76]; Z4, [77]).

All branch teachers need to approach to target group, knowing very well adolescent psychology (Z1, [74]; Z2, [75]; Z3, [76]).

The students who have interest and talent should enroll in vocational high schools and they should be directed in this way. Here the biggest workload is on the shoulders of primary education guidance counselors. Teachers should be aware of this situation (Z1, [74]; Z2, [75]; Z3, [76]).

Same teachers shouldn’t be chosen every year for in-service training (Z1, [74]; Z2, [75]; Z3, [76]).

Being central of in-service training activities and doing it in holiday villages lead to the participation of same teachers to same courses for different purposes (Z1, [74]; Z2, [75]; Z3, [76]).

On the other hand in-service training activities are necessary in our branch (Z1, [74]; Z2, [75]; Z3, [76]; Z4, [77]; Z5, [78]).

Practical program introduction should be done instead of syllabus introduction seminar (Z1, [74]; Z2, [75]; Z3, [76]).

Courses should be more local and all teachers should participate in necessary courses (Z1, [74]; Z2, [75]; Z3, [76]).

According to the obtained result, it is established that our department teachers need in-service training programs in these subjects (Z1, [74]; Z2, [75]; Z3, [76]; Z4, [77]; Z5, [78]).

It is mentioned that it is necessary to organize seminars in subjects such as how to approach to collaboration students, syllabus and its practice, teaching techniques, drama, authorship course, elocution, measurement and evaluation, class administration, elocution and rhetoric, constituting activities, introduction of new syllabus, effective presentation techniques, critical thinking, media literacy, composition design, communication skill, library regulation, language philosophy terminology. It is generally stated that although the seminars are applied, nobody is accepted (Z1, [74]; Z2, [75]; Z3, [76]; Z4, [77]; Z5, [78]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In-service training theme</td>
<td>Necessary in-service subjects</td>
<td>Drama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Authorship course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Elocution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Measurement and evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Class administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Syllabus and its practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Teaching techniques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Practical program introduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of in-service programs</td>
<td>Being local of in-service training activities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not choosing the same teachers every year</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Other problems and suggestions theme</td>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td>Removing verbal grade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Course content</td>
<td>Assigning a percentage share to verbal grades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Realizing the acquisitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Thinking that the things that are learned are useless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptation to new teaching step</td>
<td>Adaptation problem in secondary education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not being able to come together with Turkish teachers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timing</td>
<td>Time problem to practice the program</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>It is impossible to find students after April</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Not being able to come together with primary school Turkish teachers is one of the reasons of failure (Z1, [74]; Z2, [75]; Z3, [76]).

Reasons of apathy and lovelessness in 9. grade should be searched in primary education. The reason of the failure in secondary education is adaptation to secondary education problem (Z1, [74]; Z2, [75]; Z3, [76]).

To review program content regarding class levels on account of level is necessary.

Emerging deficiencies during teaching activities are that, terms and words that exist in textbooks are not up-to-date, lack of theoretical information that will direct students to research and measurement and evaluation parts are problematic, incorrect and deficient. This situation affects negatively regulating learning of students personally through realizing objectively evaluation studies regarding learnings.

It is stated that language and expression hours per week are insufficient and it is favorable to increase the hours of obligatory “language and expression” (4 hours). Again, it is regarded as a problem that Turkish literature course is not taught for 2 years in some high school types. Not being able to transfer acquisitions with continuity in the context of process constitutes time problem for teachers. . Similar findings were met in relevant researches Bentley, [5]; Özbay, [4].

It is regarded as an important deficiency not to give a place for composition classes as a separate course in the program. Executives state that studies that are planned to realize with various activities in language and expression courses, cannot be practiced. It is stated that this situation weakens the expression and interpretation abilities of students and for this reason, the separate, obligatorily verbal and written expression courses are necessary. Bagents, [1], Erdem, [22]; offer similar data in their works.

It is stated that because the exams, that are done for higher education, don’t overlap with teaching program content, students approach to teaching institutions out of school and the aimed success can’t be achieved. A belonging of students to school institution will not realize unless education program and exams come together to overlap with each other. Bellon, & Handler[6]; Lambert, [44] This situation is a natural result of that, high school teaching outputs don’t harmonies sufficiently with inputs that will form a basis for higher education.

Absence of world literature and Turkish world literature in the program and absence of a connection between classical Ottoman poetry subjects and latter periods are among the problems about program.

Regarding sufficiency of education materials, absence of teacher guide and research books in addition to textbooks is an important problem. Similar findings were met in relevant researches (Coşkun and Alkan, [12]; Çınar, Teyfır and Teyfır, [13]; Demir and Şahin, [15]; Fidan, [25]; Güven, [31]; Karacaoğlu and Acar, 2010; Kırmızı and Akkaya, [35]; Uygun and Katranç, [76]). Dependency on after-school sources because of these deficiencies about material brings about the damage on confidence of students on school and national education system.

It is stated that basic materials such as dictionary and spelling dictionary that reference to Turkish language and literature teaching are not used in lessons and activities that will encourage students to use these materials which don’t exist in textbooks. This situation brings about the result that lesson activities don’t direct students to use these materials. On the other hand, it is observed that teachers need education that will increase their abilities about how to offer these materials that are necessary for education of Turkish
language and literature to the use of students in lesson activities. Lambert, [44] offer similar data in their works.

It is stated that it is necessary to do preliminary study that will make possible to support lessons with visual and auditory materials in electronic environment and to convey these sources to teachers. Korkmaz [40]) has mentioned about a similar finding in his work as well. It is established that especially use of materials that will support teaching activities in a technological way and the wish to benefit from technological facilities at a higher level come into prominence.

Test-founded evaluation is especially emphasized in measurement and evaluation activities that are an important phase of education. Using multiple choice measurement and evaluation works in the exam of transition to higher education increases the tendency of teachers and students to this type of exam in high schools. This situation brings about the problem that test technic is used more intensely on measurement activities. It is stated that to change exam system is necessary in order to make it possible to determine the level of reflection of acquisitions to everyday life. Similar findings were met in relevant researches Lazar, [46]; Lightfoot, [47].

Teachers count themselves as successful in terms of numeric data that reflects to student grades in Turkish language and literature education; but unsuccessful in terms of students’ level of putting into practice the acquisitions. It is stated that to ensure course success numerically through oral grades is not meaningful in view of both education and professional ethics. In this context it is advised to give oral grades with a percentage share or to remove completely. This solution proposal will lead to obtain more realistic data regarding student success and to evaluate program feedback more healthily.

It is stated that one of the main reasons of failure during the first years of high school is orientation problem to new school system. In this context, it is necessary to exchange thoughts with primary school Turkish teachers and to prepare students psychologically and academically to pass the next education level.

Teachers state that they have problems with reaching to in-service training and they basically want to take in-service training on subjects such as syllabus and its practice, teaching techniques, drama, authorship course, elocution, measurement and evaluation, class administration. Coşkun [11]; Epçakan and Erzen, [20] Güven, [31]; Kırmızı and Akkaya, [35] offer similar data in their works. It is stated that to do practical program introduction at local level instead of syllabus introduction seminars is more useful qualitatively.
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